


The ATACR™ 1-8x24 riflescope is designed and built to be the ultimate low-power 
variable riflescope. It includes pristine ED glass, bright daylight illumination, an 
intelligent reticle, very low-profile adjustments and bomb-proof reliability, with a 
field of view at 1x equivalent to open sights…but vastly more precise.

It measures just over 10 inches in length and weighs 21 ounces, with a 
streamlined profile. The daylight visible, center red dot allows for rapid 
engagements like a red-dot sight. Unlike a red-dot, however, the 1-8x provides up 
to 8x zoom to help locate, identify and engage targets at the maximum effective 
range of most rifles. The intelligent FC-DM first focal plane reticle provides precise 
hold and hold-off points. The low-profile turrets are capped to prevent accidental 
adjustment and offer true .1 Mil-Radian adjustment. To aid in fast magnification 
adjustments, an integrated Power Throw Lever (PTL) is included. 

Focal Plane First
Objective diameter 24 mm

Tube diameter 34 mm

Internal adjustment e: 30 Mil; w: 30 Mil

Click value .10 Mil
Parallax adjustment Fixed at 125 m 

Exit pupil 1x: 11.26 mm; 8x: 3.19 mm
Eye relief 95 mm / 3.74 in

Field of view @ 100Y 1x: 96.1 ft; 8x: 13.1 ft
Overall length 10.06 in

Weight 21 oz
Mounting length 5.67 in

PTL Standard
Available Reticles FC-DM

Illumination Daylight visible, adjustable
Elevation feature Capped, low-profile
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34 mm body tube for
superior strength and

maximum adjustment range

Two-piece 
locking diopter

Low-profile, capped adjustments
.1 Mil-Radian increments

  Compact, Capable
True 1x, Daylight Visible

1-8 x 24
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Integrated power throw lever
Daylight illuminated reticle;
“Off” settings between 
brightness settings

FC-DM (1x shown) FC-DM (8x shown)


